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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

I N TELI Q UE N T AN N O UN C ES N EW P E AK I N O N- NE T FO O TP R I N T
Plymouth, MN – November 27, 2018 – Inteliquent, Inc., a premier network-based communications
enabler focused on delivering high quality voice and messaging services, announced today that it
has significantly increased its on-net local voice footprint to over 9,400 rate centers. With this
increase, service provider customers can now reach over 90% of U.S. households with an on-net
connection, which results in a better LNP experience, greater control of services and higher quality
calls.
“We pride ourselves on enabling our customers to expand their local service reach quickly and
cost effectively, so that they can better serve their end user subscribers,” said Surendra Saboo,
Inteliquent’s President. “Providing the highest-quality voice service has always been the core of
what Inteliquent has set out to do, and by adding over 1,000 on-net rate centers in the last 12
months, shows our continuous dedication to this mission.”
Inteliquent has robust and redundant direct network connections to virtually all of the nation’s
CLECs, wireless and cable providers. This allows it to provide the most reliable outbound and
inbound voice service with superior quality for UC voice, OTT voice, conferencing, contact center,
call analytics and any other voice application. Benefiting from Inteliquent’s national network, georedundant IP connections, powerful API, industry leading portal and newly deployed Robocalling
mitigation services, Inteliquent customers have simplified their acquisition and management of
telephone numbers, voice, and messaging services.
To learn more about Inteliquent’s service and solutions and how the company is leading the way in
the industry, visit www.inteliquent.com.
About Inteliquent
Inteliquent is a premier network-based communications enabler focused on delivering high
quality, reliable and robust voice and messaging services. The foundation of our services is our
network, which is trusted by the nation’s largest wireline, wireless, cable, long distance and cloud
communication service providers. Every month the Inteliquent network carries over 22 billion
voice minutes and text messages, serving over 196 markets and reaching over 9,400 on-net rate
centers across the U.S. We are committed to enabling customers with the capabilities they need
to deliver communications solutions across various applications in a continuously changing
environment. For more information, please visit www.inteliquent.com.
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